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Introduction:  The goal of this presentation is to 

provide a brief overview the algorithms involve, 2) 

describe the types of products that have been pro-

duced for various modeling groups; 3) summarize 

some comparisons of the observations with the pre-

dictions from several GCMs; but most importantly, 

4) solicit input and discussion on additional for-

mats that might be desirable, particularly for data 

assimilation. 

Random MARCI Dataset Details:  

The MARCI instrument and its performance/cali-

bration have been described elsewhere, including the 

UV channels [3,4,5].  The specific details relevant to 

the water ice retrievals are involve “Band 7”, which 

has a centroid of 321 nm, a radiometric accuracy of 

~6-8%, and a radiometric precision of 2-3%.  The in-

trinsic spatial sampling of Band 7 provides near-

global daily coverage at ~8 km/pixel (nadir).  The 

“near” qualification for coverage stems from the fact 

MRO’s orbit is too low to spatially contiguous optical 

depth values (outside of the polar regions). 

Basic Retrieval Products:  For every mapping 

day (for which observations are obtained), a water ice 

cloud optical depth image and associated metadata 

“backplanes” are produced, corresponding pixel-by-

pixel to each MARCI image “strip.” (12-13 per day). 

An example of the coverage can be seen Figure 1, 

which is the map-projected “mosaic” all the “tau” 

strips from day 222 of 2010 (LS=131°, MY 30).  This 

mosaic also highlights the weakness of the current re-

trieval in that surface ice is retrieved as cloud opacity.  

Such pixels are flagged (but not eliminated) in the po-

lar region during a post-processing step (using a sea-

sonally dependent cap-radius and the I/F values). This 

approach allows the tabulation of optical depth values 

without the need to depend on detailed validity of cap 

location algorithm.  The potential for confusion due 

to surface ice outside of the polar regions remains pre-

sent (e.g., in craters or the floor of Hellas).  

Basic Retrieval Products:  For every mapping 

day (for which observations are obtained), a water ice 

cloud optical depth image and associated metadata 

“backplanes” are produced, corresponding pixel-by-

pixel to each MARCI image “strip.” (12-13 per day). 

An example of the coverage can be seen Figure 4, 

which is the map-projected “mosaic” all the “tau” 

strips from day 222 of 2010 (LS=131°, MY 30).  This 

mosaic also highlights the weakness of the current re-

trieval in that surface ice is retrieved as cloud opacity.  

Such pixels are flagged (but not eliminated) in the po-

lar region during a post-processing step (using a sea-

sonally dependent cap-radius and the I/F values). This 

approach allows the tabulation of optical depth values 

without the need to depend on detailed validity of cap 

location algorithm.  The potential for confusion due 

to surface ice outside of the polar regions remains pre-

sent (e.g., in craters or the floor of Hellas).  

Figure 1.  Daily Global Map (mosaic) of the water ice 

cloud optical depths for a representative aphelion season 

"day" (LS=131°, MY 30). Eastern Longitude convention 

used.  The opacity associated with polar cap highlights 

the limitation of the current retrieval algorithm over icy 

surfaces.  We attempt to flag such pixels in a post-pro-

cessing step while leaving the retrieved values intact to 

avoid the need to reprocess for different polar cap “mod-

els.” 

A basic database of MARCI retrievals is constructed 

by including every valid retrieval pixel (including po-

tential polar cap pixels) and the associated metadata 

for that pixel (e.g., ephemeris time, atmospheric state 

variables like surface pressure, dust column; photo-

metric angles; local time). The database key is com-

posite and involves (time, longitude, latitude). Each 

included “tau” pixel is a unique record.  However, the 

resulting dataset (at the native resolution) is > 60 GB 

for all retrievals through the end of MY 31, even when 

stored as compressed (scaled) integers.  To make a 

more tractable product, one can choose a lower reso-

lution spatial mesh.  Binning the retrievals for each 

mapping day on a 1°x1° spatial grid results in database 
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size of ~1 GB (compressed). In addition, higher-level 

datasets/products can be constructed easily by search-

ing the database and potentially “binning” the query 

results.  In the next sections, we provide several ex-

amples of such higher-level products and briefly de-

scribe the public data products (including their loca-

tion). 
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